Agenda

• Roll call

• Specification (*Mark Gisi*)

• Conformance (*Miriam Ballhausen*)

• Curriculum (*Shane Coughlan*)
Specification

• Spec dedicated mailing list
  • https://lists.linuxfoundation.org/mailman/listinfo/openchain-specification
  • Openchain-specification@lists.linuxfoundation.org
• Spec conformance logo
  • version ratification
  • website presentation
• Tool to track spec feedback
• Creating a mark down version
• Obtaining feedback from those who are seeking or obtained 1.1 conformance
Conformance

• NEWS and THANKS: Developer Team for the conformance web app!!!
• Focus on conformance web app.
• Self-Certification against against older versions of the Spec
  • Do we want that?
  • Does our web app allow that? Can we make it allow it?
• Online Self-Certification to multiple versions of the Spec.
  • Do we want that?
  • Does our web app allow that? Can we make it allow it?
• Term of duty of conformance mailing list
• Self-Certification for groups of companies.
Curriculum

• The reception to the latest slides
• Further promotion planned
• The next chair of the Work Team